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The graph 6% of %! has as vertices the set MCV. If a,b EM% are distinct objects, 
then an edge from a to b is a triple (a, c, b) with c EM(anb) and 
____- o(a, c, b) = a, t (a, c, b) = b, (a, G b) = (b, c, a) l 
If e = (a, c, 6) is an edge in G%, then Xe = Xc. A path in a graph is a finite sequence 
{ 1 ei yzl of edges uch that o(ei+i) = t(e& for i = 1, ..,, n -. 1. An edge e E Q;% is tm- 
necessary because o$a path (e&& if the path has 
t(e,) = t(e), XeiEXe fOri= 1, . . ..tl l 
A subgraph 9 c GV is a generating graph if u(J = vG% and each edge in eGW ---e 
is unnecessary because of a path in es. A generating tree is a simply connected 
generating graph. 
2. Consistent systems 
Since we do not assume that the elements of % have a common base point, it will 
be necessary to have a means of shifting base points so that a fundamental group 
functor may be defined. A system I: is any graph defined by the following process: 
(i) For each object a EMCCU a base point Xa is chosen in Xa; no other points are 
necessary in the construction. 
(ii) For each b E ob CCU an element a E MCCU is chosen such that CW(a, 6) # 8. 
The base point xb E xb is the image of xa under the inclusion. The vertices of x are 
the points 
uE=&q,lbEobCC1(). 
(iii) If b E ob CZC, then 
An elementary b-path is an arbitrarily selected path in Xb from X~ to ~~4 for 
a,a’ E Bb. (If a = a’, the trivial path is selected,) No other paths are involved in this 
construction. If Xa,xb E vx and C?l(a, b) # 0, tkm an edge from Xa to .Yb is a finite 
composition of elementary b-paths denoted 
where 
(a) one end point of CUO isXa ; 
(b) one end point of Cyn is xb; 
(c) if a = b, then cu(b, b) is the trivial path at xb. 
Path inversion is also the graph inversion. 
If Z is a system, then a base poiw for C is a particular vertex * E UC together 
with a family {&a)aEobQU of paths such that 
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(ii) If Xa c Xb, then there are elements m(a),m(b) E MCU which give rise to their 
I ase Faints. If m(a) = m(b), then cw(a, b) is trivial. Otherwise, since b E m(a) n m(b), 
there is an edge (m(a), c, m(b)) with CV(c, b) + Q). If this edge is not in 6, then there 
is a geodesic in 9 which makes it unnecessary. Furthermore, each edge in this geodesic 
is in Xc c Xb, Thus the elementary b-paths are chosen arbitrarily and then assembled 
according to these geodesics (and edges) in9 . 
(iii) Similarly, there is a unique geodesic from each c E MC% to *. The edge ac is 
assembled from aria, b) paths according to this geodesic. 
It is tedious but straightforward toverify that this procedure yields a consistent 
system. One simplifying feature is that whenever two paths should be homotopic, 
they differ from one another only because one contains in it the juxtaposition of a 
b-path and its inverse. Thus the rest of the proof is strictly algebraic. All of the details 
are in [2, p. 40-451. 
3. The fundamental groupoid 
Our technique is to first compute the fundamental groupoid of X and then relate 
this category to colim F. Recall that a groupoid is a small category in which each 
morphism is an equivalence. Gad, the category of groupoids, is a cocomplete sub- 
category of the category of small categories, Cat The fundamental groupoid nX of a 
space X has as objects the points of X. If x,y E ob nX = X, then nx(x,y) is the set 
of homotopy classes (rel(x, y}) of paths from x” toy. Composition is path juxta- 
position. Clearly, 
nX(*, *) = 7rl(X, *) . 
71 becomes afunctor in the obvious way. If we consider 7r :C31+ Grd by n(a) = nX@, 
then it is a theorem of Brown [3] that colim n = nX. Using another of Brown’s 
theorems, it is possible to compute nX with much less information. 
It will be convenient to have GZC embedded inX, G*U is the graph with 
The edge (a, c, b) E eGCU corresponds to an edge p(a, c, b) which is the composition 
W, c) (or@, c))- 1 
of the indicated edges of C in Xc. The functor C : C% + Grd is defined as follows: 
(i) For b E ob C31, 
ob G(b) = {UX$ I o E C’%((z, b), a EMCCU, .yo E vG*V) . 
(ii) The definition of morphisms in G(b) requires an auxiliary construction: If 
ax,, TXd E obG(b), then 
N(ox,, Txd) = @(a, c, d) 1 C?e(c, 5) # 0, (a, c, d) E eG?C) , 
i.e. N(UXa, rxd) is the set of all designated paths in Xb. 
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(iii) If N(ox,, 7~) = 0, then G(b) (OXa, TX~) = 0, unless oxa = TX~, in which 
case 
If N(UXa, TXd) # 0, then 
G(b) (Oxa, TXd) = nxb(UXa, ?Xd) l 
If A,B E ob Grd, recall that a functor S : A + B is en equivalence of groupoids 
provided: 
(i) S(x,y): A(x,y) + B(Sx, Sy) is bijective for all x,y E obA ; 
(ii) For each y E ob B there exists an x E ob A such that at least one of B(Sx, y) 
or B(y, Sx) is non-empty. 
3.1. Theorem. The groupoids colim G alzd nX are equivalerl t. 
Roof. The natural transformation u : G + 1~ is induced by inclusions. By Brown’s 
theorem it suffices to verify the following: 
(3.2) For each b E ob C?t, Ub :G(b) + n(b) = n&, is an equivalence of 
groupoids. 
If UXa,TXd E ob G(b), then C?((a, b) and C?l(d, b) are non-empty, SO that 
bEob(and).ThusthereisanfEM(and)andanedgeP(a,~d)EeG*?1.It 
follows that N(UXa, TXd) # 0 and 
Ub(uxa, ?xd): G(b) (Oxa, rxd) * nXb(uX,p Txd) 
is the identity. The local finiteness of ?c yields for each b E ob C’% an element 
a E MC% with C%(a, b) # 0. Since $, is path connected, if y E xb, then 
@#nxb(uxa,y) 9 
(34 For each u E C?t(a, b), the functions ob G(u) and obn(u) are injective 
and independent of u. 
The first assertion follows from the construction; the second from the fact that 
card CcY(a, b) < 1. 
4. Roof of the Main Theorem 2.1. 
If a E ob C?c and [r] E F(a) = n&Y=, xa) is a homotopy class, then the function 
pa : F(a) + colim G(*, *) is defined by 
If a,b E ob C%! and o E C?l(a, b), then 
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Thus {~&abCcU is a compatible family of homomorphisms which induce a homo- 
morphism 
9: colimF+ colimG(*, *) . 
From the construction of colimits in Cat we see that the elements in 
colimG(*, *) are equivalence classes of strings of morphisms from various G(a)‘s. 
We denote an arbitrary such string s as follows: 
(i) {a&1 is a family of objects of C3c; 
(ii) (u~.~~}~=~ is a family of elements with o;‘xi, ~i+lxi+~ E ob G(ai), i = 0, . . . . IZ- 1, 
and aOx0 = u,,x, = *. 
(iii) [Si] fG(ai)(ui_lxi_l, oixi) for i = 1, .,., n. 
Then 
denotes the equivalence class of the indicated string. 
3/(s) E colim F is the equivalence class of the word 
wlrere the brackets denote homotopy class. Then 
CptiIs) = p[a(xaj, ui-lXi-l) 6iQ(xai9 uixi)--l]rEl 
= 1s In i i=l 
=s. 
That J/ 4 is the identity is an easy consequence of the fact that if UXJ~,X~ E X0, 
then 
since Z is consistent. Since each a0 is composed of such paths, I,!@~) = 0 for all 
u E ob C%. If [Xi]:=1 is a word in colim F, with hi E F(ai), then 
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